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They capered beside us offering us grapes and once when the advance halted,

for a short time I looked up the side of the cliff and saw a row of beaming faces

lining the dress circle provided by the railway which at this point ran above the

road. To a man with the remains of a classical education it was a slight shock

to find Scilla such a light-hearted place.

A mile further on, however, we ran into the first sign that the Germans Were

still ahead of us and meant business. It was a most skilful demolition of the

road where the railway ran through a tunnel underneath it. Our campfollowers
melted away and we marched on- alone.

Bagnara was in sight now, beyond several headlands and we could, hear occasional,
distant bursts of machine-gun fire from our raiders there who were clearing its

outskirts. There was some enemy shelling too and we watched one gun trying to hit

one of our destroyers a mile or so, out at sea.

In brilliant sunlight' it was pretty to see the destroyer twisting and turning

and churning up a big wake, white as snow, while enemy shells fell around it, at

first alarmingly close then further and further a-way.

We passed through Favazzina, its red roofs almost buried in orange groves and

found it deserted but for one old man and boy; the old man told us the Germans

had pulled out at five in the morning. Everything seemed very quiet now except
for enemy guns which sounded so close that we sent a platoon to work along the high

ground above us in ease there Were guns there.

But we saw no sign of life till we were half a mile from Bagnara and then

suddenly out of the disused railway tunnel burst a flood of people, men, women and

children who cheered us rapturously. It was the people of Bagnara who had taken

refuge there and listened for hours in the darkness to the sounds of battle around

them. The hardest fighting had taken place within a 100 yards of their hiding

place.

On the outskirts of the town we met the raiders and heard their story, It

the some time we realised that we were now back in the Sicilain era of stern and

skilful rearguard actions. The enemy had got a fair number of his men and most

of his transport away and relinquished Bagnara to us, but he intended to make it

hot for us by tho use of his mortars in the hills round Bagnara and he kept dropping

occasional shells and bombs in the town and on the road leading up to it.

In particular he had the gun which had shelled the destroyer and which was

now making excellent practice on the rood.

It was somewhere beyond tho crest at the back of the town and obviously had

an observation post somewhere on the forward slope of it and so far, (I am writing

in the early afternoon) we haven’t located either the gun or the observation post.

On this line of advance at any rate non-resistance has, given place to tactics

which the enemy used so skilfully in Sicily,
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